Introduction
Running a business entails various risks which can have a significant impact on the economic and production results achieved by a given enterprise. Every economic entity is exposed to, on the one hand, specific risks regardless of the economic sector it operates in and the products it supplies to the market (systemic risk), and on the other, to the specific risk associated with the sector and the way the company operates. Systemic risks include: inflation risk, interest rate risk, currency risk, political risk, market risk. Specific risks include: credit risk, liquidity risk, financial risk, management risk, social risk, legal risk. One way of hedging certain types of risk is to use the appropriately designed financial instruments which make it possible to transfer the risk to the counterparty or share it according to defined rules. Most frequent instruments used for this purpose are derivatives (whose value depends on the value of the underlying instrument) (B¹k 2007) . The main derivatives include: forwards, futures, options and swaps (Hull 2012) . This article presents the newest group of derivatives, i.e. swaps. The international market in these derivatives currently represents one of the largest and fastest growing segments of the financial market (Leszczyñska 2007) . Economic entities use swaps to reduce certain risks associated with their operations. Banks use swaps to reduce their exposure to interest rate and currency risks (McDougall 2001) . Industrial companies can in addition reduce the risk of commodity prices changing (James 2003) . The history of these instruments is shorter than of other derivatives, as they have basically come to markets in 1980s. Since then, particularly in recent years, they have been growing rapidly (Fig. 1) . They have now become the most frequently used risk-transfer instruments (Jajuga, Jajuga 2007) .
This article points out the possibilities of swaps being used by Polish mining companies from the hard coal mining sector, which have relatively recently taken their first steps in managing the risk of their operations and in hedging instruments (concerns particularly producers selling a part of their output on the global market).
Characteristics of swaps
Financial market participants can choose from many different derivatives useful for managing financial risk (e.g. options or futures). Their drawback is that they are traded on exchanges, so they are highly standardised and short of certain flexibility (Instrumenty... 2001). Swaps are traded over the counter (OTC), so companies can conclude contracts that meet their specific needs (tailor-made ones).
A swap is a contract between two parties setting the rules of regular mutual payments whose amounts depend on the level of specified market variables. The contract defines the amount and direction of regular cash flows between the two parties. It also specifies the times when the appropriate market variables are measured (interest rates, exchange rates, commodity prices etc.) (Sopoaeko 2005 -the position of each party with regard to the underlying variable of the contract (fixed leg, floating leg), -the amount of the contract associated with the variable (e.g. the amount of the notional principal or another amount adopted for settlements), -the defined, fixed payment for the party buying the swap (the fixed leg), called the swap coupon, -the market quotation representing the current value of the market variable used for settlements (LIBOR, WIBOR, indexes, exchange rates, others), -payment terms (usually asymmetrical). Swaps can be used to transfer risks associated with, inter alia (McDougall 2001) : -interest rate changes, -exchange rate changes, -commodity price changes, -share price changes, -borrower's creditworthiness changes. The essence of how a swap works will be presented using the example of an interest rate swap (IRS). This type of contract is divided into the following (Leszczyñska 2007): -coupon swaps, -basic swaps. In a coupon swap, one party is paid at a fixed interest rate and the other at the floating interest rate on the same amount. In a basic swap, interest payments calculated at different interest rates are exchanged.
Let us assume that company X has taken out a loan from bank Y (PLN 10,000,000, WIBOR 3M) to upgrade a technology line. As the cost of the loan represents a significant part of the company's operating cost, it has concluded a three-year swap with bank Z, matching this contract to the cash flows of the credit agreement with bank Y (the loan amount, method of interest calculation, payment dates).
Thus -currency swap, FX swap -a contract to buy an amount in a given currency on a specific date at a set exchange rate and then to re-sell the same amount of the same currency at the exchange rate and on the date defined on the day the contract was concluded; -cross-currency interest rate swap (CIRS) -exchanging the principal of a loan including interest in one currency for the principal of a loan including interest in another currency. The market of swaps is currently quite well developed. Apart from the contracts listed above, there are many non-standard varieties of swaps. These include (Sopoaeko 2005):
-Credit default swap -one party (selling the hedge) receives a certain commission on the value of a loan. In return, it undertakes that if a defined credit event occurs, it will compensate the other party for the losses incurred. The method and dates of payment are detailed in the contract. -Amortised swap -based on variables whose prices naturally tend to fall (e.g. indexes associated with a group of properties). Their value decreases as they wear out, which is reflected in a fall of the contract amount. -Accreting swap -based on commodities whose production is seasonal. Between the seasons the unit price of the commodity (and therefore also of the entire contract) rises over time. -Roller-coaster swap (with a variable contract amount) -associated with periodic changes of prices of commodities or financial instruments, which are reflected in the value of the swap coupon. -Callable swap, puttable swap -swaps with the right to end the contract before it matures. -Commodity swap -a transaction in which the parties undertake to exchange, within a defined period, periodic payments calculated based on the prices of a given commodity or a group of commodities. The above contracts are also referred to as second generation swaps (Leszczyñska 2007) . The most popular swap on the global market is the interest rate swap (IRS). There is a relatively small proportion of swaps associated with equity and of commodity swaps. -British Bankers Association -BBA, -International Swap and Derivatives Association -ISDA. Documents issued by these organisations standardize the conditions and rules of swap trading to some extent. In 1992, the ISDA created a Master Agreement which can be used in practically any swap deal. Swaps are usually concluded for between 5 and 10 years on the global market. The transaction currency is usually the US dollar (Leszczyñska 2007) .
A significant advantage of this kind of contract is that there is no need to freeze funds in deposits securing it and no fees of any other kind (premiums) that are payable for other derivatives (futures, options). The entity only takes on the risk it is interested in due to the type of business it runs.
The market for this kind of derivatives in Poland is characterised in the next part of this article.
Polish swap market
The pioneer of swaps in Poland was Polski Bank Rozwoju S.A. which initiated the first FX swap in 1992. Since then, other types of transactions have also featured in the offerings of domestic banks (assets swaps, cross-currency interest rate swaps). Since 1998, a very clear growth in the number of deals on the swap market can be observed, particularly in terms of FX swaps (Leszczyñska 2007) .
On the Polish market, swaps are concluded on the primary market and are not traded on a secondary one. Just as the global market, the Polish swap market is an OTC market.
As of the end of 2010, domestic banks maintained the greatest gross off-balance positions in IRS swaps (in interest rate instruments) and in CIRS (in FX instruments) on the OTC derivatives market. This is shown in Table 2 .
The market for IRS has grown rapidly in its net average daily turnover: in 2010, at approx. PLN 1.4bn, it was almost twice as big as in the previous year (Fig. 3) .The main parties of these types of deals were Polish banks that used IRS to speculate on interest rate changes by the NBP and to hedge potential losses due to the drop in treasury bond prices. In addition, banks carried out arbitrage strategies on IRS and their treasury bonds (Rozwój... 2011).
In the interest rate derivatives segment, IRS were significant for the Polish financial market due to their number and the value of deals, but also to the exposure of domestic banks to related risk (Fig. 4) . Polish banks were much less exposed to the remaining derivatives from this segment (options, bond forwards) in 2010 (Rozwój… 2011).
In the foreign exchange derivative segment, the greatest positions in 2010 resulted from concluding CIRS. The main reason for the increased activity on this market in the last three years (Fig. 5 ) was a clear change in how Polish banks manage the currency risk resulting from their exposure to mortgage loans in foreign currencies (mainly Swiss francs and euro). The related hedging derivatives were usually non-standardised but with parameters exactly matched to the needs of the parties (Rozwój... 2011).
Due to the decentralised nature of the OTC market, banks are its makers and main actors. The offering of basic swaps by selected Polish banks is presented in Table 3 .
Due to the weak interest in commodity swaps, only a few banks offer them. One of the first swaps of this kind was offered by BRE Bank SA in 2005. The offer was to hedge deals in raw materials: base metals, coal, plastics or petroleum products. With the exception of restrictions concerning the list of commodities and the transaction value (USD 100,000), the remaining elements of the contract, i.e. the settlement terms, duration or price structure were tailored to the customer's needs (eGospodarka 2005).
Banks have so far been and will probably remain the main actors of the swap market. Their significance in this and other markets is due to their experience and the equipment used to efficiently trade derivatives (including their IT platforms). In certain conditions, it is cost-effective to use specialised institutions, called swap brokers. Their job includes finding the counterparty for a specific deal and negotiating deal elements. Yet the role of brokers is much smaller than of swap dealers, who, apart from intermediating, actively participate in the contract (are a party to it) (Sopoaeko 2005). Neither are deals between any two entities ruled out. The Polish law calls for no special formalities associated with concluding a swap contract. These contracts are governed by the Civil Code (Leszczyñska 2007).
Use of swaps by mining companies
In their financial statements, global mining corporations (Rio Tinto, Vale, Anglo American, BHP Billiton) all report the following most important risks for their business: interest rate risk, currency risk and the risk of product prices changing. In their activity (not only hedging), they use contracts including the following:
-IRS (based on EURIBOR, LIBOR -e.g. Vale, Rio Tinto, Anglo American, Xstrata), -CIRS (Rio Tinto, Anglo American, Vale), -FX swaps (BHP Billiton, Vale), -commodity swaps (Xstrata -gold, Vale -natural gas, electricity). Of Polish mining companies, KGHM PolskaMiedŸ S.A. is the most experienced financial market player as it has used various derivatives for more than a dozen years. This company uses swaps to a limited extent, namely commodity swaps for copper (trading instruments). The main instruments it hedges its copper price with are options. In 2010, KGHM reported swaps/forwards for 250 Mg of copper worth USD 9,086 Mg (Sprawozdanie… 2010).
Mining companies producing hard coal have not been active on the swap market yet. The area they hedge using derivatives is mainly currency risk. For this purpose, these companies use FX options and forwards. To hedge the coal price on the global or domestic market, mining companies could use:
-Coal futures -a relatively new instrument listed on NYMEX (Magda 2010). There are both advantages to using it (easily negotiable, secured by numerous requirements for deal parties) and disadvantages (a deposit required, standardization). It is not designed for individual requirements deviating from the standards adopted. -Forwards -a contract to supply/purchase a specific quantity of coal at a pre-set price.
The characteristic feature of these contracts is that parties undertake to perform them regardless of the financial consequences the parties have to bear. -Commodity swap -can form an interesting alternative or a supplement to the contracts listed above (a swap treated as a series of forwards without the need for physical delivery). Unlike a forward, this swap will generate multiple cash flows at specified times and can therefore make it easier to raise additional capital and also to more effectively manage corporate finance. The term of the swap should correspond to the individual needs of the enterprise concerning the term of exposure to risk and should take into account certain regular events occurring in the global economy (business cycles). An example of how this type of instrument could be used by a mining company exporting steam coal to the global market is presented below in this article.
The coal swaps on global market are mainly settled against either the API2, API4 or globalCOAL FOB NEWC indices. API2 (All Published Index number 2) is the biggest coal derivatives market for CIF ARA (Amsterdam, Rotterdam and Antwerp) coal, delivered into Europe and inclusive of freight costs and insurance. API4, for South African free on board (FOB) coal is the second largest market. The globalCOAL FOB Newc market, for Australian coal, is the most recent to emerge, and while only accounting for around 5% of the total derivatives market, it is growing year-on-year. The API2 index is an estimate of the current 90-day price for steam coal delivered into Europe and the API4 index, are calculated by various publishers. The FOB Newc index is based on actual deals, bids and offers registered on the globalCOAL trading screen for the underlying physical Newcastle coal product (Platts.com).
The purpose of mining company X is to limit the risk of coal price changing within a certain time period. The company can, therefore, buy a forward for coal delivery at a specific place, time and price (e.g. Argus Forward Coal Prices). In addition, it can hedge its possible losses due to rising coal prices and the obligation to sell coal at a specific price using swaps. An example of this deal is shown in Figure 6 . The item hedged is the volume of 1 million Mg of steam coal with the parameters required by the ARA market (6,000 kcal/kg NAR, max sulphur 1%, 16% ash max).
In 2007, the mining company concluded a forward for delivering the above quantity of coal on July 1, 2008 at USD 90/Mg (price: spot CIF ARA 78 USD/Mg). It has decided to additionally hedge it with a swap.
The terms of the swap are as follows: Volume: 250,000 tons Variable price: spot CIF ARA on the settlement day Fixed price: adopted for the forward Payment frequency: quarterly from Jul. 1, 2007 to Jul. 1, 2008. The cash flows from the deals are shown in Table 4 . The example presented applies to the period during which the price unpredictably rose on the global market. By concluding the forward and the appropriately designed swap, the mining company was able to increase its cash flows during the term of the contract 97 Fig. 6 . A diagram of a commodity swap between a mining company and deal counterparts Source: own development Rys. 6. Schemat swapu towarowego pomiêdzy przedsiêbiorstwem górniczym a partnerami transakcji by over USD 22 million, not accounting for the flows from the forward contract (USD 90 million). The situation of the same swap contract when prices are falling (at a similar rate) is shown in Table 5 .
When the prices are falling, the mining company has to pay the swap counterparty almost USD 38 million. Having performed under the forward, the company will receive 98 Source: own development USD 90 million from its forward counterparty, so altogether, it generates a profit of almost USD 15 million (because if it were not for the forward, it would receive only USD 37 million for this volume on the market). At this point it is worth noting that if such contracts are concluded in foreign currencies, it is also necessary to hedge the currency risk [cf. example in (Zawi³a-NiedŸwiecki et al. 2006) ]. It is difficult to say whether the situation presented in the example will be repeated and it will be possible to benefit from the price increase to the same extent by taking a similar position in a swap. However, derivatives of this type can be a way to manage market risk. Apart from commodity swaps, mining companies can use FX swaps, IRS and other swaps described in the literature and commonly used in practice by various economic entities, depending on the type of risk that needs hedging (Stafford, Johnson 2008) .
Detailed information on more complex issues related to the swap pricing and the accounting treatment, can be found in the literature such as (Miron, Swannell 1991; Dubofsky, Miller 2002; Geman 2005; Albanese, Camplieti 2006; International Financial... 2010) .
The main advantages of swaps are: -flexibility -the swap is create according to the specific needs of both parties, -no requirements for a deposit -there is no need to freeze funds in security deposits, nor are there fees of other kinds (premiums) like those payable for other derivatives (futures, options), -reducing the cost of funding -access to financial markets unattainable by traditional methods through foreign exchange contracts and interest rates (borrowing foreign currency according to the national interest rates), -transaction costs -OTC swap ensures exchange of payment for any period (usually 10 years) -transaction costs are much lower than for short-term derivatives. Disadvantages of swaps are the lack of swaps standardization and the OTC trade character. The swap involves also a significant credit risk associated with the insolvency of a swap counterparty. For liabilities arising from contracts such as futures and options guarantees are provided by a clearing house. As other derivatives, swaps are also related to market risk, operational risk and legal risk.
It should be kept in mind that a swap, just like any other financial instrument, can generate both high profits and huge losses. Therefore it is important to constantly monitor the situation on global markets and skilfully use the opportunities that arise by concluding appropriately structured contracts.
Summary
This article presents the newest group of derivatives: swaps. They allow companies to hedge specific risks associated with their business, e.g. of changes in interest rates, exchange rates, commodity prices, share prices, borrowers' creditworthiness.
The rapid growth of the swap market, begun in 1980s and continuing to this day, is due to the multiple uses of these deals. Their advantage is their great flexibility stemming from the fact that they are traded OTC. Parties can freely set the terms of the contract and match them perfectly to their needs (Leszczyñska 2007) .
Polish mining companies have a relatively short history of using derivatives to hedge various risks to their business. One exception is KGHM PolskaMiedŸ S.A., which, due to playing on the global copper market, has actively hedged risks for over 10 years. The relatively small proportion of hedging derivatives used by Polish hard-coal producers is mainly due to: the low proportion of exports in the total production sold, poorly developed risk management structures and the lack of experience in this field. In the light of the increased activity of Polish mining companies on the financial market and their interest in the field of hedging derivatives, this article proposes swaps as innovative instruments to hedge the hard coal price for the purposes of a mining company exporting a part of its production to the global market. Running a business entails various risks which can significantly impact the economic and production results achieved by a given enterprise. One way of hedging certain risks is to use appropriately designed derivatives. This article presents the newest group of these contracts, i.e. swaps, and focuses on how these contracts can be used by Polish mining companies from the hard coal mining sector selling a part of their output on the global market.
This article briefly characterises and presents types of swaps as well as the Polish swap market, pioneered by Polski Bank Rozwoju S.A. with the first FX swap of 1992. Since then, other types of transactions have also been included in the offering of domestic banks (assets swaps, cross-currency interest rate swaps).
Mining companies producing hard coal have not been active on the swap market yet because of their poor activity on derivative markets. This article proposes a swap as an derivative hedging the hard coal price for a mining company exporting a part of its production to the global market.
In the presented example, a mining company, by concluding a forward and an appropriately structured commodity swap, was able to both protect itself from a fall in the price and use additional gains due to prices rising in the global market.
Apart from commodity swaps, mining companies can use FX swaps, IRS and other swaps described in the literature and commonly applied in practice by various economic entities, depending on the type of risk that needs hedging. A significant advantage of this kind of contract is that there is no need to freeze funds in security deposits, nor are there fees of other kinds (premiums) like those payable for other derivatives (futures, options).
